New Hampshire Family Voices®
Lending Library

A free resource for NH families and professionals caring for children and young adults with special healthcare needs and disabilities. Thousands of books and DVDs to choose from delivered to your door!

Take a look at some of the titles in our children’s section:

**Well known titles such as...**
- What to Do When You Worry Too Much
- Everyone Poops
- Speak Up and Get Along!
- How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger
- What to Do When Bad Habits Take Hold
- A Bad Case of Tattle Tongue
- When Vera Was Sick
- Germs are Not for Sharing

**Hard to find books such as ...**
- Everybody is Different, for siblings of those with ASD
- Squirmy Wormy, helping kids understand sensory processing disorder
- A Boy Named Beau, he wears a brace on his leg but it doesn’t slow him down!
- The Storm in My Brain, a children’s book on mood disorders
- Henry Goes for Surgery
- I Have Diabetes
- My Tubey: A children’s book about having a G-tube and so many more!

See the other exciting resources NH Family Voices has to offer
(603) 271-4525  nhfamilyvoices@nhfv.org  www.nhfv.org

Call us or log on to www.nhfv.org and click on “how we can help”, then choose Lending Library
Search thousands of books by subject
Add the book you like to your cart and fill out the delivery form
Books will be delivered to your home/office with a prepaid postage envelope for you to return them
A free resource for NH families and professionals caring for children and young adults with special healthcare needs and disabilities. Thousands of books and DVDs to choose from delivered to your door!

Take a look at some of the titles most often borrowed:

**Parents have often chosen**... The Out of Sync Child Has Fun ● Optimistic Parenting: Hope and Help for You and Your Challenging Child ● Self-Regulation Interventions and Strategies: Keeping the Body, Mind & Emotions on Task in Children with Autism, ADHD or Sensory Disorders ● When Love is Not Enough: A Guide to Parenting with RAD ● From Emotions To Advocacy: The Special Education Survival Guide

**Professionals have often chosen**... The Development of Oral-Motor Skills in Children Receiving Non-Oral Feedings ● Antecedent Control - Innovative Approaches To Behavioral Support ● How To Be a Para-Pro ● Managing Melt-Downs: Using the S.C.A.R.E.D Calming Technique with Children and Adults with Autism ● Toilet Training for Individuals with Autism or Other Developmental Issues: A Complete Guide for Parents & Teachers ● Ten Things Every Child with Autism Wishes You Knew... and so many more!

See the other exciting resources NH Family Voices has to offer

(603) 271-4525 ♥ nhfamilyvoices@nhfv.org ♥ www.nhfv.org

START YOUR SEARCH HERE

Call us or log on to www.nhfv.org and click on “how we can help”, then choose Lending Library

Search thousands of books by subject

Add the book you like to your cart and fill out the delivery form

Books will be delivered to your home/office with a prepaid postage envelope for you to return them